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SMART FURNITURE 



MORE SPACE
Get the most storage space possible into your house. Make efficient 
use of the smallest spaces. Make cabinet volume easily accessible. 
Clever functional solutions will excite anyone who wants more space, 
because organised accessible spaces increase our feeling of harmony 
and freedom.



“There‘s always a lot going on in our home. How do we 

keep things tidy? It‘s simple: clever storage space solutions! 

We discovered lots of space even in our little house. And 

we can enjoy our time together without worries.“
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Staircases, pitched roofs, niches and corners, often leave a lot of space unused. There is a 
great potential there to create storage space that you can use efficiently and ergonomically 
with Hettich fitting technology. It even fits under the roof.

THE STAIRCASE 
AS STORAGE SPACE MIRACLE
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the Big Org@Tower Wood with electrome-
chanic opening support offers extra storage 
space under the stairs. 

1. Organisational system  
 

2. SmarTray:
 small items are quickly put away 
in the SmarTray pencil tray system.  
On request, also lockable. 
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3. Folding door system WingLine L: 
open the entire door set with a single push.

4. Hinge Sensys: for handleless doors, the 
design award winning Sensys hinge with Push 
to open function. 

5. Drawer runner Quadro for wooden 
drawers: handleless drawers with Push to 
open function can be opened at a single push 
anywhere on the front panel. Optional with 
synchronization. 
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1. Sliding shelf: dual use for maxi-
mally visible storage space. Even large 
objects like vacuum cleaners and ironing 
boards have space behind the shelf.

2. Drawer runner Quadro: with the 
optional pull-out stop, the pull-out shelf 
can be securely fastened.
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A BETTER UTILITY ROOM
Good structural design and lots of storage space in the utility room are worth their 
weight in gold. When everything has its place and is readily available, housework is 
easier and faster than ever: stow dry laundry immediately, find utensils instantly and 
store even larger pieces of household equipment in a clever way. Simply perfect. And 
it‘s attractive, too.
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THE INVISIBLE  
HOME OFFICE

1. Lifting column system LegaMove: brings the work surface 
to the desired height using electric motors. 

2. Hinge K08: opens a generous 115 degrees, closes
smoothly thanks to Silent System, and moves large or 
small doors safely and conveniently.

3. Sensys hinge with adhesive linear mounting plate and 
special cup for glue mounting: purity in design - thanks to 
adhesive mounting of the hinges.
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A workplace in the living room may be practical, but it can disrupt the  
comfortable living atmosphere. The solution: the compact office disappears  
for the evening by converting into a glass cabinet. In the morning, open it  
up again and the working day can begin.

CONCEPT STUDY
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CHAOS-FREE CHILDREN‘S ROOMS
By day, an adventure playground: the kids‘ room. The battle against chaos here has only one true 
champion ... plenty of storage space! Sliding door cabinets with functional interior decoration, pull- 
out chests and large drawers – all help to bring calm and order back to the playroom.
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2 1. Sliding door system TopLine L: 
space-saving cabinet with integrated 
nappy changing table. 
 
2. Sliding door system SlideLine M: 
storage space and seat at the same time. 
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3. Quadro over extension  
runner with Synchro Access:  
open two drawers at once with a  
single handle. 
 

pull-out nappy changing table,  
visible only when needed. 

4. Organisational system  
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making child‘s play of 
keeping everything neat 
and tidy – with practical 
storage space. 

6. Sliding door system SlideLine M: 
smoothly running sliding doors. Operating 
convenience for the whole family. 
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5. Drawer system 



MORE CONVENIENCE
Three generations under a single roof – that places special demands on the functionality  
and ergonomics of your furniture. Inhabitants both small and large should feel equally 
comfortable in any phase of life, and in every room. 



doors and drawers to move easily and conveniently. 

MORE CONVENIENCE
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for damping refrigerator doors. 
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Hinge K08 with Silent System: 

Cook ergonomically, eat in comfort: with intelligent planning and implementation,  
the kitchen can be a convenience zone. All the kitchen equipment is at the perfect  
working height. Cooking implement and tableware are easy to reach. Supplies are  
stowed in an orderly fashion and accessible at any time.
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perfect ergonomics thanks to 
fold-up dishwasher basket.

easily pulled down to an 
ergonomic height, permitting 
comfortable access to cabinet  
contents.

“I am really happy with our intelligently fitted furniture. 

So many convenient functions! Our cabinet doors and 

drawers are wonderfully ergonomically. They are easy and 

quite to move … and they open comfortable and wide. 

That’s all extremely convenient, even by having individual 

adjustment functions.“ 
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washbasin height-adjustable 
and makes the bath ready 
for the whole family. 

3. Adjustable fitting  
Rastomat with Silent  
Mode and Easy Stop: 
fold open stool provides 
additional storage space. 

4. Friction fitting 
FricoFlex: tilting mirror for 
easily styling hair sitting down.
 
5. Drawer system 
AvanTech: the drawer 
with fine design accents. 1. Drawer runner Actro 5D: cross partition 

with extraordinary sliding comfort and integrated 
storage space. Additional support roller guarantees 
outstanding load capacity. 

CONCEPT STUDY

2. Power assisted 
height adjustment 
LegaDrive: makes your 
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BATH WITH BONUS

Plenty of ideas for the bath:  
the height-adjustable washstand is 
ergonomic for every body size. 
The cross partition for the toilet 
provides practical storage space. 
Ergonomically designed, the bath is 
good for both old and young. Who 
knows what the future may bring?

CONCEPT STUDY
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CABINETS FOR THE WELL-RESTED
Exciting design, fascinating functions. This bedroom cabinet opens its entire storage space 
in just seconds - with just one hand motion, easily and conveniently, for a complete overview  
and fast access. Different opening functions also ensure convenience in the interior.

1. Sliding door system 
TopLine L: top running 
sliding doors for elegant front 
solutions. Damped in every 
direction and easy to mount. 

2. Folding door system 
WingLine L: open the entire 
door set with a single push.
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3. Lifting column system  
LegaMove: 
the top panel in the cabinet moves 
easily down for convenient access. 

4. Sliding door 
system TopLine M: 
attractive design for 
small-format sliding 
door cabinets.

5. Drawer runner 
Quadro for wooden 
drawers: elegantly 
concealed under the 
drawer. 



MORE DESIGN
Design is their top priority. Form lovers want purity and linearity. They like 
wide furniture front panels with narrow, perfectly aligned reveals – and of 
course without visible handles. The functional technology has to be mobile 
and quiet, with concealed function.
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ELEGANT 
DINING 
ROOM
Thin materials and fine contours 
set fresh design accents in the 
eating area. A variety of functions 
allow the design to be varied. 
The dining room can become an 
ever-changing aesthetic highlight.





trendy, thin contours set a visual 
highlight. 

Thin door hinge Sensys: 
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5D adjustment.

cube of an unusual kind. The press 
of a button raises the bottles up 
out of the cube. 
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 Drawer runner Actro 5D for wooden 
drawers: for a perfect reveal alignment with 
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1. SlideLine M sliding 
door system:  
Almost appearing to float, 
the display cabinet can be 
moved horizontally with 
effortless ease.

2. Adhesive mounted 
Sensys hinges:
For a purist overall 
impression, Sensys hinges 
with special cup and linear 
mounting plate are stuck 
onto the glass. The narrow 
bonding surface underscores 
the linear design.

SMART SIDEBOARD
With its floating character, the illuminated display cabinet is a real eyecatcher 
because it can be moved across horizontally – with impressive ease.  
The combination of glass and matt black creates a classy look.
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CLEVER KITCHEN ISLAND
Inside and out, the best design quality. The kitchen island gives the room an  
impressive, tidy look. Drawers on both sides provide plenty of practical storage  
space. A design highlight are the height adjustable wall units – storage space  
efficiency and design working as one. 
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1. Lifting column system LegaMove: 
we make your kitchen a design object – with 
the quality and perfection of height-adjustable 
wall units. 

2. Drawer system 
AvanTech: flawlessly 
pure look brings the 
furniture design to 
full expression. 

CONCEPT STUDY
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CHARMING  
BEDROOM CABINET

It makes things easy for its owner. Both cabinet doors open and close together with a single hand 
motion. Convenient 100% access to cabinet contents. The closed front panel lends it a calm, elegant 
overall appearance.
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1. Sliding door system TopLine XL: move both 
door wings comfortably with one hand thanks to the 
synchronisation of the two middle doors. 

2. Drawer runner Quadro for wooden drawers: 
for more storage space in the wardrobe.
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The office leaves the freedom for individual design entirely to the taste of the user. With 
LegaDrive systems, height-adjustable tables can also have a cubist interpretation. And  
Hettich sliding door systems are the ideal starting point for inspired, custom cabinet design. 

THE PERFECT OFFICE
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2. Organisational system  
Big Org@Tower: the entire  
storage space pulls out to the side. 

3. Sliding door system SlideLine M: 
smooth running sliding door system at 
binder height.

4. Thin door hinge Sensys: 
exclusive design characteristic thanks 
to Sensys thin door hinge. 

1. Power assisted height 
adjustment LegaDrive: 
works so your back won‘t need to. 
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